
Is the production of the fast muons incorporated twice 
in the CRONUS-Earth cosmogenic calculator?

From the code:

In the file “Make_al_be_consts_v22.m”:

Definition of constants:
al_be_consts.P10_ref_St = 4.49; -- is this nucleogenic spallation alone 
or nucleogenic spallations + the fast muon interactions (“nuclear 
disintegrations”)?
al_be_consts.P10_ref_Lm = 4.39; 
al_be_consts.P10_ref_De = 4.41;
al_be_consts.P10_ref_Du = 4.43; (the same question)
al_be_consts.P10_ref_Li = 4.87;

consts = al_be_consts;

then in the file “get_al_be_age.m”:

    P_ref_St = consts.P10_ref_St; (the constants above are used here)
    P_ref_Du = consts.P10_ref_Du;
    P_ref_De = consts.P10_ref_De;
    P_ref_Li = consts.P10_ref_Li;
    P_ref_Lm = consts.P10_ref_Lm; 

mu = P_mu_total(0,1013.25,mconsts,'yes'); (assume sea level)
P_mu = mu.P_fast + mu.P_neg;
for SLHL:
P_fast: 0.0849
P_neg: 0.0960
P_mu = 0.1808 (total muogenic production)

P_St = P_ref_St * 1 * 1 * stone2000(90,1013.25,1)
P_St = 4.4996
…

% Calculate N(t) including decay and erosion
 
dcf = exp(-tv.*l); % decay factor;
dpfs = exp(-tv.*sample.E.*sample.rho./consts.Lsp); % spallation depth 
dependence
dpfm = exp(-tv.*sample.E.*sample.rho./Lmu); % muon depth dependence 
approximation

N_St = cumtrapz(tv,(P_St.*dcf.*dpfs + P_mu.*dcf.*dpfm));
N_Du = cumtrapz(tv,(P_Du.*dcf.*dpfs + P_mu.*dcf.*dpfm));

+Assuming erosion = 0, then P_xx and P_mu enter the equation on the 
equal terms => (P_xx + P_mu)*dcf

Hence, P_total = P_xx + P_mu

In particular, P_St (or P_Du) are summed up with P_mu = P_fast+P_neg.



P_total_St = 4.680
*1.106 to get the Stone P10 in the old normalization
= 5.176, which is larger than 5.06 cited by Stone in 2006. The 
difference is approximately the production by fast muons. As if it was 
calculated two times.

If we do the same calculation in the forward direction:

P10total = 5.06 (Stone, old normalization, KNSTD)
/1.106 (to new normalization, 07KNSTD)
= 4.575 =
= P_n-sp + P_fmu + P_smu = P_n-sp + 0.093/1.096 + 0.106/1.096
(the Heisinger P_fmu and P_smu were corrected for the S555->07KNSTD)
Hence:

P_n-sp + P_fmu = 4.478 (nucleogenic spallations+fast muons = 
disintegrations according to Lal/Stone)
P_n-sp = 4.393 nucleogenic spallations only

Conclusions:
The cosmogenic calculator contains P_St = 4.49, which corresponds to 
the nucleogenic spallations and fast muon interactions. However, the 
calculation of the total production rate adds to P_St the negative muon 
capture P_smu and the fast muon interactions P_fmu. 

Suggestions, if my calculations are correct:
 Remove the addition of P_fmu from the calculation of the total 

production for the Stone/Lal and Dunai schemes.
 Or point out in a comment to the table with P_xx that these P_xx 

do not mean the same in all scaling schemes. Some are given for 
nucleogenic spallations alone and some are given for the nuclear 
disintegrations (nucleogenic spallations and fast muon 
interactions).

Question remains:

How was the Dunai P_{sp,Du} calculated? 
• P_local – P_smu_local, then Dunai scaling to SLHL (assuming 

“nuclear disintegrations” = nucleoganic spallations + fast 
muons)?

• Or P_local – P_smu_local-P_fmu_local, then Dunai scaling to SLHL?


